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Abstract: Alternative healthcare solutions have been identified as a viable approach to ameliorate the
increasing demand for telehealth and prompt healthcare delivery. Moreover, indoor ocalization using
different technologies and approaches have greatly contributed to alternative healthcare solutions.
In this paper, a cost-effective, radio frequency identification (RFID)-based indoor location system that
employs received signal strength (RSS) information of passive RFID tags is presented. The proposed
system uses RFID tags placed at different positions on the target body. The mapping of the analysed
data against a set of reference position datasets is used to accurately track the vertical and horizontal
positioning of a patient within a confined space in real-time. The Euclidean distance model achieves
an accuracy of 98% for all sampled activities. However, the accuracy of the activity recognition
algorithm performs below the threshold performance for walking and standing, which is due to
similarities in the target height, weight and body density for both activities. The obtained results
from the proposed system indicate significant potentials to provide reliable health measurement tool
for patients at risk.
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1. Introduction

Recent time has witnessed increasing cases of longevity as humans live longer than ever. This is
due to the various breakthroughs in medicine, biomedical engineering and wireless communication,
which subsequently results in improved health services. The United Nations (UN) report show that the
number of the elderly and infants across the world is growing and is expected to double by the end of
2050. However, the number of chronic and degenerative diseases in both the elderly and young people
is on the rise and results in the increasing cases of disability [1,2]. These degenerative diseases including
Alzheimer, Dementia, Parkinson, Osteoporosis and incontinence affects the cognitive capabilities of the
humans, making them disabled and sometimes vulnerable and in need of constant support, making
the demand on improved healthcare and service delivery critical [3].

Alternative healthcare solutions have been identified as a viable approach to ameliorate the
increasing, unsustainable demand for healthcare service delivery [4,5]. Alternative health solution
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serves as a precautionary measure to provide early warnings to various targets including patients,
elderly and vulnerable. A common alternative health solution is the patient tracking system. Patient
tracking is a key indoor ocalization application and provides valuable insight into a target health
condition. For effective patient tracking, the target position and orientation are estimated using
semantic information from different sensors to deduce the physical condition of the patient. Data
sensing for target tracking is achieved using the wearable and ambient approach [6,7]. The wearable
approach employs the use of sensors worn as wearable devices such as health and fitness wearable
or embedded into household wares including furniture, toilet sits, etc. However, in ambient data
sensing, sensors are integrated into the target’s environment. The readings from the sensors are
collected, interpreted for possible patient tracking using various data analytics algorithms including
machine learning, neural network and deep learning [8,9]. The key aim of patient tracking is change
detection by identifying changes in metric which represents a change point in time-series data within
an indoor environment [10]. The effective manipulation of these metrics using a robust algorithm
would assist in determining the shift in position and orientation of the target. However, accurate
indoor target detection and tracking systems require overcoming the multi-path effect which is often a
major propagation challenge in indoor environments. Additionally, the dynamic nature of human
activities including human movement; such as walking, standing and posture which includes fall,
lying down and sitting, makes target location detection and tracking an interesting research area.

With the emergence of the Internet of Things, indoor ocalization, especially in target tracking and
monitoring using different indoor methods, devices and computational algorithms, is actively receiving
intense attention in the literature [11,12]. Different authors have developed various innovative indoor
systems to achieve target monitoring under different real-time conditions. Wan et al. employed
high-resolution direction of arrival to effectively track the position of a patient [13]. The developed
approach exhibits high tracking accuracy and performance over the traditional MUSIC algorithm.
However, the proposed system becomes unreliable in the presence of non-line-of-sight (NLOS).
Khoshhal et al. and Yin et al. employed the unsupervised approach to monitoring the daily activities of
patients using the target locomotion pattern. In these studies, the locomotion pattern is used in finding
the routine cluster at different time intervals within the room to understand associated human reactions
and behaviours [14,15]. Bustamante et al. proposed a smart monitoring bed system for detecting fall
in elderly people. The proposed system determines anomaly in the patient position to determine
fall. However, the performance of the system suffers from false alarm with 35% of the alarm being
false [16]. Motoi et al. proposed an unobtrusive e-health monitoring system using several monitoring
devices and sensors for monitoring a patient cardiovascular disease during sleep [17]. Alahmadi et al.
proposed a smart e-health monitoring system architecture capable of monitoring, ocalizat and sharing
mobile patient data with medical experts [18]. Reilent et al. proposed a monitoring system for
acquiring the medical and contextual data of the patient’s automated home [19]. Kyriazakos et al.
proposed an e-inclusive health system to track patients with mild dementia [20]. Ayase et al., Long et al.
and Cuppens et al. employed the video-based approach to track the vital signs including heart
measurement rate based on facial analysis, home fitness exercise and sleep monitoring and physical
activity of patients [21–23]. Lawrence et al. explored the use of modern interactive games as a
means to track and improve the physical and mental health of elderly patients [24]. Furthermore, the
development of smart home as a means to track the physical and health condition of patients has also
been explored. Oguntala et al. proposed the ambient human activity recognition approach using
passive radio frequency identification (RFID) tags to unobtrusively sampled target activities [25,26].
Heikkel et al. proposed an intelligent furniture network for human posture and activity detection [27].
Freitas et al. proposed and implemented a monitoring system of a smart home system for disabled
people, including those with visual and hearing impairments, activating a warning against indoor
accidents using mobiles phones and a wireless sensor network [28]. Booranrom et al. proposed a smart
bedroom, which monitors the daily activities for the elderly using Kinect, a camera which can detect a
human body and voice movements and warns the elderly before falling out bed by controlling the
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electric devices in a timely manner [29]. Nevertheless, with the continuous demand for high return on
investment on technological systems, the development of a simple, cost-effective wearable approach for
reliable patient tracking becomes a critical design requisite. In the present work, a cost-effective target
tracking system useful for monitoring the elderly, vulnerable and persons with disability is proposed.

The proposed methodology is based on processing data received from low-cost RFID tags mounted
on ordinary clothing using the radio frequency fingerprinting technique. Radio fingerprinting using
different indoor and outdoor technologies has been used for many applications including broadcasting,
location-based applications, high precision applications and activity recognition [30–34]. However, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, the proposed system would be first that uses RFID fingerprinting
methodology for inferring the patient position and orientation in real-time. The objective of the present
work is to develop a cost-effective, daily human activity recognition using the RSS fingerprinting
method. The proposed approach serves as an efficient automated alarming system in nursing homes,
as patient inactivity or stationary position over an extended period of time would trigger the attention
of nursing staffs.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, a detailed description of the methodology
employed in the present work and the formulation of the received signal strength indicator (RSSI)
model are presented. In Section 3, the performance of the Euclidean distance algorithm is evaluated
using different performance metrics for all sampled activities of daily living (ADL). Section 4 concludes
the findings of the present study.

2. RSSI Model

Target ocalization and activity recognition involve wearable data acquisition using the power
distribution of passive RFID tags.

2.1. Experimentation

Six volunteers of varying height, weight and body density were selected for activity sampling.
The experiment was performed in the enclosed Sensor Design, Antenna and Propagation and

Radio Frequency laboratory of the Faculty of Engineering and Informatics, University of Bradford.
Different physical materials including furniture were placed within the activity sensing perimeter
of 5 × 5 m2 to simulate real-world scenario and achieve effective detection range. Moreover, two
circularly-polarised Alien RFID readers operating at the European UHF of 866 MHz with 5.5 dBm
gain were used to read the RFID tags. The RFID reader antennas were placed at a maximum height of
2.34 m to achieve maximum detection and resolution. Fifty-six lightweight, commercially-available
passive RFID tag of dimensional geometry 74 mm × 21 mm and a read range of 6 m with known
ID_value was attached to seven distinct positions on the target. Each distinct tag location on the target
was monitored by a set of eight tags as illustrated in Figure 1. Different physical objects to simulate
real-world object occlusion were placed within a few metres of the target. Table 1 highlights the seven
tag locations selected on the target. The seven distinct tag locations were selected since these locations
were associated with various activities of daily living.

Table 1. Distribution of tag placement on the target.

Tag Location Position on Target

Location_1 Head
Location_2 Arm
Location_3 Waist
Location_4 Back
Location_5 Thigh
Location_6 Knee
Location_7 Ankle
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Figure 1. Front and back view of tag placement on target in a standing position 

Moreover, Figure 2 illustrates the six basic activities of daily living positions in the present 
experiment. Five positions including standing, walking, sitting, resting and lying in bed, which 
relative health indicators and fall, which are identified as common causes of domestic accidents are 
sampled. 
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Figure 2. Six basic activities of daily living patient positions to reflect daily activity 

2.2. Model Development 

To develop an activity database using the RSSI of passive tags for various positioning, the RSSI 
model was formulated. Since the patient localisation was RFID-based, with a direct line-of-sight 
(LOS) between the tags and the RFID reader, a free-space propagation was assumed. Therefore, the 
RSSI model is expressed in the form: 
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Figure 1. (a) Front and (b) back view of tag placement on target in a standing position.

Moreover, Figure 2 illustrates the six basic activities of daily living positions in the present
experiment. Five positions including standing, walking, sitting, resting and lying in bed, which relative
health indicators and fall, which are identified as common causes of domestic accidents are sampled.
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Figure 2. Six basic activities of daily living patient positions to reflect daily activity.

2.2. Model Development

To develop an activity database using the RSSI of passive tags for various positioning, the RSSI
model was formulated. Since the patient localisation was RFID-based, with a direct line-of-sight (LOS)
between the tags and the RFID reader, a free-space propagation was assumed. Therefore, the RSSI
model is expressed in the form:

RSSI(P) = a log δ+ b (1)

where δ is the distance between the tags and the reader, a and b are the model parameters and RSSI (P)
is the signal strength indicator measured as the tags RSSI.

Equation (1) considers the effect of multipath as noise, which is influenced by various indoor
parameters surrounding the tag and the reader. Moreover, the measurements were of the type{
(RSSIi,t, log δi,t)

}
. Therefore, the objective was to dynamically obtain an RSSI model for each tag, i,

attached to the body of the patient at a time, t. Therefore, taking Equation (1) as a linear function
of RSSI and log δ, the activity database was constructed by performing simple linear least square
regression as:

a =

∑
t RSSIi,t logδi,t −RSSIi

∑
t log δi,t∑

t (log δi,t)
2
− log δ

∑
t log δi,t

(2)

b = RSSIi −
(
aiδi

)
(3)

where RSSIi and δi represents the mean of RSSI and δi,t respectively.
An RSS fingerprinting technique using Euclidean distance was employed to develop the offline

and online activity database for patient tracking. The Euclidean distance was employed since the
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obtained data varies on more than one feature, i.e., the RSS and location. The error in the model was
computed by comparing the position of the tags at each location on the patient using their RSS and the
location predicted by the RSSI model. The error in the RSSI model is expressed in the form:

RSSI(error) =
1
N

M∑
t=1

e2
i,t (4)

where

e2
i,t =

(RSSIi,t − bi)

ai
− ‖Xt −Yi‖ (5)

From Equation (5), Xt represents the patient location at time t and Yt represents the distinct
location of each RFID tag.

2.3. Proof of Concept

The RSS fingerprinting method was performed through two distinct stages: the offline and the
online stage. To illustrate the concept of RF-fingerprinting using the RSS of passive RFID, a key
activity for all volunteer was considered. The offline mode is used to capture reference data sets for
the known six patient positions. To achieve higher accuracy, two types of averaging were carried out;
temporal averaging, where data samples were taken over a period of time and then averaged and
spatial averaging, where several tags were mounted on different locations on the patients due to RSS
variations. These averaging techniques help reduce the multipath effect on the power level of the
received signal. In the offline mode, the dataset from the seven tag locations from six volunteers is
highlighted in Figure 3. The sampled dataset is averaged to ameliorate fast fading effect. The sampled
dataset was used to develop a reference vector of seven RSS datasets corresponding to each of the
six patient positions. The sampled features in each dataset include a timestamp, RSSI and power
(dBm) of the RFID tag. Table 2 highlights the averaged reference RSS datasets for the walking position
(Walking_Ref) for the six volunteers.Future Internet 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 12 
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Table 2. Received signal strength (RSS) values for the Walking Ref position.

Activity(Walking) Head Arm Waist Back Thigh Knee Ankle

RSS (dBm) −62.8 −64.3 −67.5 −70.9 −68.4 −66.8 −67.9

Table 2 highlights the computed RSS readings for walking for all six volunteers. It can be seen
that the tag location_4 (i.e., back) has the highest RSS which indicates NLOS between the tags and the
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RFID readers. Tag location_1 (head) readily possess the lowest RSS as there is increased LOS between
the tags and the RFID reader, as shown in Figure 3.

The maximum RSS variation for all tag locations is in the range of 8.1dBm, which is indicative
of the degree of NLOS and occlusion, especially from the furthest tag locations to the RFID readers.
However, in the online mode, newly sampled RSS dataset for each for the six test patient positions
was captured, analysed via MATLAB and compared with reference position database to validate the
accuracy of the system to recognise each position in the testing dataset. The comparison technique
employed is the Euclidean distance between testing and reference datasets. From existing works, it is
established that the use of Euclidean distance is efficient in mapping an unknown characteristic to
one of many stored known characteristics in RF-based systems [34]. Therefore, the Euclidean distance
was used to quantitative map the unknown test position dataset with the most probable reference
position dataset.

3. Measurement and Discussion

Three sets of testing datasets were sampled carried out under LOS and NLOS propagation
condition to validate the robustness of the system. Firstly, known stationary positions were used as test
position data and mapped against all six positions in the reference database. The same procedure was
repeated for all other ADL positions. Table 3 illustrates the distance results of two stationary position
of sitting and laying on the floor positions against all six reference positions. From Table 3, it can be
seen that the lowest RSSIs are recorded for both correct positions, which validates the robustness of the
proposed system for tracking multiple positions.

Table 3. Euclidean distance for “Sitting on the chair” and “Laying on the floor” of patients with the
reference position database.

Test/Ref Positions Walking
Reference

Standing
Reference

Sitting
Reference

Resting
Reference

Laying on Floor
Reference

Laying in Bed
Reference

Sitting Test 2.4 4.0 1.4 1.4 2.9 2.5
Laying on Floor Test 3.2 4.7 3.3 3.7 2.1 3.1

Moreover, six real-life static and dynamic positions including walking, standing, sitting, resting
and laying on the floor were sampled iteratively. Each test dataset was collected over a time period of
15s for each sampled iteration. The sampled test dataset was used to estimate the Euclidean distance
between the test data and each of the reference position database shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows that the proposed system accurately identifies walking as the smallest distance
in all time periods, indicated by the outer polygon. It is worth noting that since the walking speed
of the patient is relatively high compared to standing in the position, the RSSI variation for walking
and standing is 3 dB which shows good correlation. Moreover, seven iterative samplings of standing
position of 7s in each sampled iteration are recorded. The Euclidean distance for the standing activity
is performed as presented in Figure 5. In Figure 5, it is shown that the standing position exhibits the
lowest RSSI of 0.5 dB, which indicate the nearest true position detected. Moreover, it can be seen that
the second nearest position is inferred by the proposed system is walking.
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Similar to the standing position, the accuracy of the proposed system is tested for the sitting
position using a sampling timeframe of 7s. The result of the sitting position is presented in Figure 6.
In Figure 6, the system recognises the correct position as sitting for all time frames. However, it is
interesting to observe that the next nearest position detected is resting. This is due to the fact that the
tag readings for sitting and resting positions are quite similar.Future Internet 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 12 
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Figure 6. System performance for sitting position over a stipulated timeframe.

It worth noting that fall is a common cause of domestic accidents. To this end, the volunteers are
sampled for laying on the fall. The obtained results are compared with the reference database. Figure 7
illustrates the result for the patient laying on the floor for a given period of time. It can be seen from
Figure 7 that the true position of each patient is inferred accurately. However, the next closest reference
position is sitting with an RSSI of 0.5dB.
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Figure 8 illustrates the measured results when a patient lies on the bed for a timeframe of 4 s.
The system accurately detects the correct patient position. However, the next nearest position inferred
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Furthermore, another case scenario of concurrent position, that is, when targets make different
physical movements concurrently over time. Under such condition, the patient does not remain in the
same position but changes the activity position with time throughout the entire sampled timeframe as
illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9 illustrates different human activities with concurrent changes in the target for standing
1 s, sitting for 2 s, walking for another 2 s and falling whilst remaining in the position for the next 4 s.
The result of these scenarios is illustrated in Figure 10. From Figure 10, it can be seen that the system
accurately infers the true position at each activity phase based on the smallest distance calculated in
comparison with all the other referenced positions.
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Performance Analysis

The performance of the Euclidean distance model is evaluated using key performance metrics such
as precision and recall to validate its robustness for human activity recognition. Precision expresses the
ratio of all true positives (TP) to the total predicted positive classes. Precision is usually expressed as:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(6)

Moreover, recall or sensitivity shows the ratio of accurately predicted positive classes to all activities in
the actual class. Recall is expressed as:

TP
TP + FN

(7)

From Equations (6) and (7), FP, i.e., false-positive refers to all sampled ADLs belonging to other
similar (negative) activities inferred as positive categories, and FN, i.e., false-negative refers to all
true ADL (positive) being classified as negative activities. However, the overall performance of the
Euclidean distance model for all sampled ADLs is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Performance Evaluation of the Euclidean distance model for sampled activities of daily living
(ADLs).

Performance
Metric Walking Standing Sitting Resting Laying on

Floor
Laying in

Bed

Precision 0.9801 0.9865 0.9834 0.9831 0.9839 0.9846
Recall 0.9773 0.9834 0.9802 0.9800 0.9810 0.9821
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4. Conclusion

The development of a cost-effective indoor tracking system using the RSSI of passive RFID tags
is presented. RSS fingerprinting using Euclidean distance is used to select the nearest position and
compared the reference dataset. The proposed RSS fingerprinting approach using the Euclidean
distance model achieves an accuracy of 98% for most sampled ADLs. However, the accuracy of
the activity recognition algorithm performs below the threshold for walking and standing. This
is as a result of similarities in target height, weight and body density for these activities. Future
work will investigate the 3-D data sampling of these activities and more complex indoor activities to
refine the granularity of the data and subsequently the accuracy of the RSS fingerprinting method.
The proposed tracking system is applicable to smart health and smart home and is useful to enhance
the automated alarming system in nursing homes, as the target stationary position over an extended
period of time would be inferred as inactivity such as fall and triggers the alarming system for prompt
emergency services.
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